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Big guns, high-tech gadgets, and cutting-edge combat gear guaranteed to ruin the oppositions day are included in this ultimate weapons
catalog for Shadowrun. Created for use with Shadowrun, third edition, this book includes detailed descriptions and a complete list of every
weapon in the Shadowrun universe.
Rigger 2 is the much-anticipated update and expansion to one of the most popular character types in Shadowrun, the mysterious rigger -- the
man or woman behind the vehicles, machines, and robotic drones. This sourcebook includes a complete listing of vehicles, vehicle weapons,
and rules for using them, plus rules that allow players and gamemasters to customize and construct all kinds of mobile machines, from
unique vehicles to experimental robots.
A sourcebook for the Shadowrun game system.

Shadowrun Remains One Of The Most Beloved Gaming Settings Of All Time. The Cyberpunk-Crossed-With-Fantasy
Setting Has A Wide And Enduring Appeal, And Anarchy Provides Rules For A New Style Of Play In This Great World.
Storytelling Come To The Fore In This Book, Allowing Gamemasters And Players To Work Together To Craft A Fun,
Fast-Moving Gaming Experience. Whether You'Re Brand New To Tabletop Role-Playing Or A Long-Time Shadowrun
Player Just Looking For A Different Way To Enjoy Your Favorite Setting. Shadowrun: Anarchy Offers A Fun, Fantastic
Storytelling Game.
Personal-technology sourcebook: Shadowrun.
Book One of The Dawning of Power trilogy. Echoes of the ancients' power are distant memories, tattered and faded by
the passage of eons, but that is about to change. A new dawn has arrived. Latent abilities, harbored in mankind's
deepest fibers, wait to be unleashed. Ancient evils awaken, and old fears ignite the fires of war.
You live in any sprawl long enough, you ll find out that there s a lot more to it than businessmen and soykaf stalls. Any
sprawl worth its mettle has its dark corners, its forgotten places, its spots that are just as wild and untamed as the
deepest rainforest. Seattle, the prime metroplex in the world for shadowrunning, is filled with such places, and Sprawl
Wilds gives shadowrunners a chance to tour them. From a fortress-like Barrens farm recovering from a mysterious attack
to a dark secret hidden in a clinic, runners have a chance to see the sites most people never encounter, and uncover
information that some people want to stay secret at any cost. They ll meet jaded smugglers, wary police officers,
passionate activists, hardened criminals, wounded warriors, and at least one deranged killer. The questions are, will they
survive long enough to collect a paycheck and how much of the sprawl will be nothing more than dust when they re done
with it? Sprawl Wilds is a collection of Shadowrun Missions developed for major summer gaming conventions. These
adventures have been adapted for both Shadowrun, Twentieth Anniversary Edition and Shadowrun, Fifth Edition, and
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they provide hours of shadowrunning goodness for experienced street veterans and new shadowrunners alike. With
complete game information, including NPC stats, these adventures are poised to plunge players into urban chaos!
Shadowrun Anarchy
Corps don't give a drek about the runners they hire-that's why they call us expendable assets. Forget working for the Mob
or the Yakuza, too-once you're in, you're part of their family for the rest of your life. Lucky for us, there are swarms of
other groups looking to claim their piece of sprawl-and who are willing to bypass the law to do it. Policlubs, magical
orders, religious factions, black marketers-these are just a few of the species struggling for survival in the shadow
ecology. Hooking up with such an organization has its advantages-resources, steady employment, backup-but pick the
wrong outfit to run with and you'll regret it when they kick you to curb. So what's it going to be, chummer? You can't roll
solo forever."
Summary : Science fantasy. The year is 2050 and ancient races, lethal dragons and magic abound on earth; and the hero Sam
Verner finds himself embattled.
The Flash Points sourcebook provides descriptions of exotic global hot spots of warfare and intrigue that enable Shadowrun
gamemasters to take their campaigns beyond the usual metroplex streets. Each locale description contains extensive background,
profiles of important characters, and suggested player missions far beyond the usual Shadowruns -- which provide gamemasters
and players with unprecedented control over the events of their Shadowrun universe and the destinies of their characters.
An expansion of the magic rules from Shadowrun.
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